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Editorial
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Change of Editorship
IN miniature (previously
News & Views) is the official
magazine of IPMS New
South Wales.
Contributions are warmly
invited. All due care is taken
for material offered, however neither the editorial
staff nor IPMS New South
Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does not signify a guarantee that it will be published.
Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without
written permission of the
copyright holders.
All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192

The main news is, as announced at the last Club Meeting, I will be stepping down as Editor of 'in Miniature'
in 2011. This is due to deteriating eyesight which makes it very difficult to read text (and thus act as Editor).
Ryan Hamilton has agreed to step up to be Editor with assistance from Roger Lambert and myself.
As usual I have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their articles and photos this
issue, in particular the following - Mick Mirkovic, Clarke Cone, Ley Reynolds, Gary Wickham, Peter Malone.
Alan Yee, Warren Evans & the AHMWA. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are subject
to copyright and cannot be reproduced without their written permission. I also am grateful to Dave
Richardson anf Neil Robinson for the review material.
Don't forget that all and any contributions to this publication are always welcomed, so send any material to
the editorial address (P.O Box and email listed at the end of this page), or hand it to me at club meetings.

Steve Mackenzie - Editor
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Nakajima Ki44-II Otsu SHOKI (TOJO) w/40mm Cannon

by Gary Wickham
As with most models, we start with the cockpit. I don't have
much reference for this aircraft (as I'm not seriously into WWII
Japanese) but I did find some stuff on the net. As you expect,
the kit detail provided by Hasegawa in 1/32 is very nice and
will be more than adequate for my build.

A test fit of the fuselage and cockpit reveals no problems. Note
the panel in the lower left of the photo, which is an alternate
panel which you need to glue in. Presumably on other boxings,
this panel will be different. The box art indicates that the
seams of this part are not actual panel lines on the real thing.
As such these will be filled and sanded away.
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One thing my research did show was that on both sides of the
cockpit, there is a small hinged door that opens to allow ease of
cockpit ingress and egress. As it was pretty simple to use a razor
saw to remove this part on the port side, I decided to open just
one of them. Here we see a dry fit test of the open door and the
clear parts.

The kit seat is accurate in shape and detail. Two things need doing to it. 1. Drill out the holes and 2. Thinning of the sides to better represent the sheet metal it was made of.. After a few minutes
work, we have a considerably more accurate seat. Simple tasks
like this help add a great deal of realism to your model and are
enjoyable to do. All we need to do now is a add some scratchbuilt
belts. More on that later.

The access panel I mentioned earlier has now been had the seam filled
(with super glue) and carefully sanded flush (so as not destroy the fine
panel details around the area).

When dry fitting the parts in and around the cockpit, I noted that
the dash shroud was way over scale thickness. You can see here
that the part looks very un-realistic for something that would in
real life be sheet metal.. Some trimming with a knife blade and
final sanding brings the part down a much more realistic size.
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The cockpit parts were painted using Gunze Mr Color 127
"Nakajima Cockpit Color". I am certainly turning into a fan of the
Mr Color Lacquer paints. It's a pity that I have to purchase them
from Hong Kong via Luckymodel and not locally. Hasegawa provided some nice instrument dial decals. In preparation I painted
the parts (Tamiya Nato Black) and then brush painted a coat of
Future to provide a gloss surface for the decals. Note that I
trimmed and cut each decal to minimise the amount of carrier.
Here we see a collection of the various completed cockpit parts. I
will left these to dry and gave them a wash later before final assembly and insertion into the fuselage.

The cockpit is now complete (with the exception of the seat which
I can fit at the end). A light wash of darkened Burnt Umber oil
paint has and a light dry brush of Testors Model Master Silver
has been applied. Notice the nice detail provide by Hasegawa in
the rudder pedals and instrument panel.

The Starboard cockpit sidewall, with the assorted control panels
attached (with Super Glue). I'm sure that with more reference
there would be extra cables and wires running in this area. I'm
not concerned as once this is buttoned up in the fuselage, much
of it will hardly be seen anyway. On this and the Port inner cockpit sidewall. I pretty much followed Hasegawa's painting suggestions as I have nothing better to go off.

Here is what it all looks like once fitted inside the fuselage. The
guns are painted with Humbrol Gunmetal and then buffed with a
soft cloth. As you would expect, the fit is almost perfect.
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Some simple enhancements to the tail wheel doors. The doors
have been thinned to a more scale thickness and supports added
from plastic rod.

The only aftermarket addition I will be making to this kit is the
Quickboost exhausts. This is really just because I was lazy and
the item was very cheap. Continuing to enhance the kits parts,
the cowl flaps (which I will be displaying open) do not have the
splits visible on the inside of the flap. Easily fixed with some quick
scribing.

Moving onto the undercarriage, I opened up the inside of the
scissors for the oleo strut. These are in two parts (on each main
gear) so all four needed to be worked. Here we see the main
gear strut completed. The brake line was added from lead wire. It
is held in place using lead foil and super glue. Even though you
can't see it, the main gear doors have been thinned as well.

Once I got to the tail wheel, I have to admit I was both surprised
and disapointed. How could Hasegawa think moulding the wheel
with the strut is acceptable in 1/32 scale ??? It was bad enough
in 1/48 on the A-4 Skyhawk nose-wheel, but this was ridiculous.
Of course, I was not going to live with it so I separated the wheel
from the strut (using a knife and razor saw) and once I had gone
that far, I decided to turn the wheel at an angle as well.
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The Elevators are next on the chopping block. Only tricky bit here
is the small tab extension on each outboard end which needs to
separated as well. I do this in two steps, first (as seen here) is to
cut the main part out, then second remove the small tab. The tab
and elevator are then re-glued. This is quicker and less messy
than trying to cut the tab out with the elevator. You don't need to
drop them much for it look that much more lifelike.

As I had turned the tailwheel, I decided to also offset the rudder.
I'm not really sure what I have done with that little brass actuator
rod is accurate but it seems sensible (to me anyway :)

Moving onto the main gear doors, there are several small doors
that are provided, and just like the tailwheel doors, look way over
scale. I could not figure out how to thin the kits parts easily so I
opted to replace them with copper sheet. These will look much
more believable once added to the model.

In the port wing leading edge is quite a large opening for a landing light. It had a nasty seam right thru the middle of it. A quick
way to deal with this type of seam, is to skin them with plastic
card. Use 10 thou card and you seam is gone and no-one will
ever notice the small change in depth caused by the card.
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The drop tanks on this model are incredibly detailed. Quite a few
seams that need removing (carefully) so as not to break any of
the delicate support legs.

The clear cover for the landing light turned out to be an average
fit. I glued it with super glue and sanded it to shape. Once the
shape was corrected, the clarity of the part needed to be restored. For this I use Micro Mesh polishing cloths. Here, you can
see one of the finer grade (8000) pads.

Next step was to glue the fuselage and wings. As I planned to
have the cowling flaps open, I decided to paint the interior of this
area now, hence the silver NMF paint on the nose.

When test fitting the cowling to the fuselage, I noticed some
small gaps on the bottom. I built up the mating edge on the fuselage with some 10 thou plastic strips. The rear lower join of the
wing to fuselage has a natural panel line (which corresponds to
the part join line). Here I have cleaned up the join, filled with super glue and rescribed to get a clean panel line.
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Time to join the cowling to the fuselage. The engine mounts to
the main fuselage independently. Because I would be opening
the cowling flaps (down both sides of the cowling), the only place
to join the cowl to the fuselage is top and bottom. The fit was ok,
but I decided to use a clamp to make sure it was exactly in place
while the glue dried. Here is a good shot of the cowling join. No
glue is used along this join, only under the small oil (?) cooler in
the very centre line. Also you can see the Mr Color paint in the
main wheel wells. This is a metalic paint, Mr Color 57 Metalic
Blue Green. I purchased this off an ebay shop in Hong Kong for
$1.99 with free shipping. Ain't Ebay great !! It arrived in less than
a week.

The join between the cowl and fuselage has been cleaned up and
rescribed. The cowling flaps (having been thinned and scribed)
have now been attached also.

Time to get out the masking tape again (groan). As per usual, I
have used Tamiya tape strips to outline the clear parts of the
main rear canopy. Note that the window corners are rounded and
here I have used my punch set to create small discs of tape. Simple but effective. As I wanted to paint the interior of the canopy, I
needed to mask it as well. Of course, the windscreen needs the
same treatment. I have to say that masking that reasonably small
part on the inside tested my patience (and ability). Ahhh, finished.
I hear you say, use the pre-cut masks from Eduard et al. Do they
give you masks for the inside of canopies ?? Didn't think so...The
interior of the clear parts received a coat of Tamiya Nato Black
(my choice for cockpit interiors).

More masking underneath. The landing flaps recived some
Tamiya tape, whilst the main wheel wells have been filled with
damp tissues. I find this method fast and once the water dries,
the paper is rock hard.
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Of course, we have to mask the cockpit opening. Some tricky
cutting and fitting of tape needed there. And so the first coat of
paint goes one. Well actually its a primer coat because this guy
will be 100% natural metal. I will be using Alclad Metalisers so I
have used their primer (which I like anyway). I found a few blemishes that needs fixing, but next step will be to load up the Iwata
and have at it :)

The assorted bits and pieces all received a base coat of either
Stainless Steel or Aluminium. I sealed the Alcad with with a light
coat of Future and did the detail painting of the brake line and
strut cover. For brush painting I have pretty much standardised
on Vallejo acrylic paints. The upper (ie internal) surface of the
landing flaps were painted a dark Red (mix of Insignia and Hull
Reds). With the underoat dry it was time to apply the base coat of
natural metal. This is my first attempt at a full airframe with Alclad
so I proceeded quite cautioiusly. After much testing, I settled on
one of their latest tints, that being 119 Airframe Aluminium. I like
this color as well as Stainless Steel (115). I think the reason being that they do not look as mono-tone as the earlier shades.
They are not as hardy as the earlier shades which you could literally mask directly onto. To combat this frailty, I sealed the entire
model with a very light coat of Future.

Research shows that most of the IJA aircaft had fabric control
surfaces, which were more often than not unpainted. Here I have
used Mr Color 128 Gray Green. Of course no natural metal aircaft is all one shade. One thing I was looking forward to was experimenting with some of the contrasting shades of Alclad. This
picture shows the wing with just the base coat of Aircraft Aluminium.

Here we see the wing after several different shades have been
applied.
For reference, the Alclad paints used are:
1) Dark Aluminium (103)
2) Polished Aluminium (105)
3) Magnesium (111) (it looks much darker in real life, but this
photo caught the light badly)
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Once I was satisfied with the shades I was going to use, the
larger task of masking all those panels took place. This photo
shows the masking for Dark Aluminium panels.

Of course no model is complete without a stuff up. For some apparent reason the paint on the upper rear fuselage preferred to
stick with the masking tape, rather than the model. SHIT ! So,
nothing for it but to repair the damage (their were several other
smaller section likewise affected). Here you see the results of
some sanding with Micro Mesh pads to smooth out the sharp
edges and blend it back. A coat of primer was added to ensure
the repair was satisfactory.

As I had decided to paint all the marking on this model, I wanted
to do some testing with shades of Red. Colours like Red are
painful because they really don't cover very well. Normally when
painting Red or Yellow I would do an undercoat of White, but that
is not a option for this one because I want to weather the markings and so do not want any White to show thru !! After some
testing, I settled on Humbrol Flat Red (H60) as it seems to give
fairly good coverage.

The only downside of painting your own markings is that you
have to mask them off :(. For the Hinomaru's on the wing, I decided to use Frisket Film which is self adhesive and clear rather
than Tamiya tape.
It was my intention to fairly heavily weather this bird. First step
was to try another new technique for me. To simulate paint chips,
I wanted to use Humbrol Maskol (liquid mask). I saw someone on
the internet (or in a magazine) apply random splotches of liquid
by using a small section of normal kitchen scouring pad.
Whew, its time to actually load up the airbrush and get some
paint on this sucker. I was fairly happy with the coverage of the
Humbrol Red. I tried to keep the coat thin to aid in my subsequent weathering efforts. I had to restrain myself from trying to lift
the tape and Maskol to see how it looked as I really needed the
paint to dry completely before doing so.
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Time to remove the masking tape and more interesting the
Maskol liquid mask. I have to say that this is a bit heavier than I
would have liked, but the technique seems to work fine. I just
need to refine it a bit. Well plenty more opportunities on this
model.

All the masking was driving me batty, so I jumped ahead and
thought about how I might make up masks for the letters and
more complex shapes (after all the circles for the Hinomaru was
hardly challenging !!).
I used a technique I learned on my custom painted Nanchang
which involves the following:
1) Photo copy the decals
2) Stick them securely in place on some Frisket Film mask
3) Use a new blade and ruler to cut out the letter/numbers. Press
hard enough to cut through the paper and the frisket film.

Here is the end result with the photo copied decals removed. Obviously in this case I am only interested in the exterior mask and
can discard the interior masks (the actual numbers themselves).
The A/C serial number has to be applied to the main wheel doors
and the rudder. I plan to use the same mask for all 4 places

After a light coat of Nato Black, remove the mask, rinse and repeat. Why not just use the decals in this case ? Well the kit decals are red and I wanted black numbers on the gear doors. Also
I'll be able to weather this marking much more effectively than decals.
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The same Frisket Film technique was used on the fairly complex
tail markings. Luckily they all straight lines. I did need to use the
interior masks this time. The marking covered both the tail and
rudder which made it somewhat more tricky to lay flat. Some minor underspray occurred. Here is the end result after a coat of
Humbrol Flat Red (H60). Also note how I have toned back the
chipping having learned from the fuselage band. The White
"Home Defence" band has been masked and painted. Humbrol
Satin White H130 was used as I find it covers very well compared
to other Whites. Again restrained use of the Humbrol Maskol liquid mask has resulted in I think a fairly believable level of chipping.

Looking for another distraction from the masking, I did some work
on the propellers and spinner. The chipping on the spinner was
done this time by lightly abrading the paint with micro mesh until
the Red came off and the metal underneath was revealed. This
did not always work as desired and in some cases (hopefully you
can't see them) it went through to the plastic. The props are finished in the aptly named Mr Color 131 "Propellor Color". The Yellow tip bands are kit decals (trimmed of all carrier film).

It was time to get back to the masking and painting so I re-used
the serial code stencil, this time on the lower rudder. The end result. You can see that in some places the edges of the numbers
look soft. This is due to some underspray because of the ribs on
the rudder. It may have been better to use Tamiya Tape as the
mask rather than Frisket Film as it is thinner and thereforer more
flexible (note to self for next time).

The "last" step in finishing off the rear fuselage was to mask and
paint the Hinomaru. No probs until I went to remove the mask
that had been protecting the white band. Well as you can see the
white and in some places the underlying Alclad came away.
Why ? I really don't know. It actually did not look too bad except
the fact that it had also taken up the Alclad. So, into repair mode,
I carefully (ie lightly) masked off the white area after touching up
the Alclad. The end result was "ok"
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The second last area to be painted was the leading edges of the
inner wings. These would be painted Humbrol H154 Insignia Yellow. More masking (groan) ensued. You can see that I have
placed the gear doors in place as the edge of them was tipped by
the Yellow. The upper surface of the wings were likewise masked
off.

And so it was onto the final "decal" replacement painting job. The
anti-glare panel on the nose was painted Tamiya Nato Black and
again chipped and abraded with Micro Mesh.

Here we can see the final coloring of the tail. The white repair job
can also be seen here. The White paint on the tail was not finished giving my the shits just yet. When I masked the Black off,
more of the damd stuff came off. It really has me stumped what
was going on but I decided to leave well enough alone.

Lately, I have been trying to tone down my panel line washes.
The recessed lines on this model were absolutely perfect. It
helped I think to have sprayed the markings rather than decal
them as the paint did not interfere with the panel lines at all and
so the wash worked very well. In the end I applied a combination
of Burnt Umber and Paines Grey washes to various panel lines.
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To protect the Humbrol enamel paints from the wash, as normal I
applied a coat (light this time) of Future. I focused on covering
the paint and tried to minimise the coverage on the Alclad. The
wash is quite restrained. The burnt umber really needed the dark
gray to help it out. The wheel wells and underside got the same
wash treatment.

As I was nearing the end, it was time to tidy up those little tasks
like seat belts. I decided to do two lap belts and a shoulder belt,
although some debate ensued as to whether these A/C had
shoulder belts. Oh well, mine does !! The buckles are from a Verlinden set and the belts are from folded metal foil. The Wolfpack
crew figure arrived in record time from Sprue Brothers (thanks
guys) and here I have done the basic assembly. One thing I
needed to do was remove the 40mm cannon shell from his hand
and replace it. I eventually scratchbuilt a screwdriver.

Most of the final assembly has been completed here, you can
see the seat in the cockpit, undercarriage etc. The flaps (visible
in red here) where quite a pain to secure to the lower wings. Hasegawa does not really give you what I would call a solid attachment point for these guys.

During my research I found that covers on the 40mm cannons
where supplied from the factory, but once in the field they were
quickly removed. As it turns out, Hasegawa actually provides you
with the covers and the cannons themselves on the sprue. I only
needed to drill out the end a little and paint. And so we come to
the end. To compliment the figures, I made a new grass covered
base. I'm really quite happy with how that turned out. The fuel
drum and jerry cans are actually 1/35 scale, but I won't tell if you
don't (see heading photo). An interesting final photo showing the
pilot watching patiently in the background as the maintenance
crewman puts the finishing touches to his work
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Heron RPV

by Steve Mackenzie
The Australian Heron Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) detachment
arrived in Afghanistan in July 2009 to provide a high resolution
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) capability in
support of Australian and Coalition troops.
Heron is a one tonne aircraft capable of medium altitude, long
endurance flights. It was selected after a detailed examination of offthe-shelf, low risk ISR systems available to be quickly deployed to
Afghanistan.
Heron’s long endurance characteristic enhances the Australian
Defence Force’s operational ISR capabilities in Afghanistan, provided
by Air Force AP-3C Orions and Army’s Scan Eagle tactical UAV.
Heron uses leading edge technology to boost force protection by
providing ground commanders with live situational awareness.

The Australian detachment has been integrated into the already
established Coalition Heron Detachment in Afghanistan. The
detachment has been drawn from many parts of Air Force, Army and
Navy. It includes pilots, payload operators, intelligence officers,
imagery analysts, engineers, administrative and logistics personnel.
(Text and photos from ADF Media Site - Steve)
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Cowora 2010 - Year of the Jeep Part 2

by Ley Reynolds
Each year the Annual Military Vehicle Rally at Cowora has a theme - in
2010 it was the 'Year of the Jeep'. Ley Reynolds captured an extensive
set of images of the vehicles on parade, over 200 of them which
means that I split this report over two issues.
The balance were in the last iaaue. Unfortunately I had to cull some of
the photos for the printed issues due to less space being available
therein. (Steve - Editor).
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RAN UH-1B Helicopters

by Steve Mackenzie
The RAN used seven UH-1B Helicopters between 1964 and 1987. The
following images from the collection of the late Ross Anderson
illustrates four of them. For the record the other three airframes were
N9-881 '856/896' N9-883 '858' and N9-3102 '854/894'. AFAIK these
machines always operated in the RAN's standard Oxford Blue/ White
scheme used for non combat types as illustrated here.
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N9-3101 '893' (originally coded '855') (Previous six photos)

N9-3103 '895' (originally coded '855')
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N9-882 '897' (originally coded '857')
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N9-882 '897' (Top Left – showing nose markings). Remaining Pictures are of N9-3104 '898'
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N9-3104 '898'
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Tech Corner - Willys MB Jeep

by Steve Mackenzie
In future issues I hope to run some Technical Illustrations of one of the
subjects (where available) taken from Manuals and other sources.
Enclosed are most of the illustrations from the wartime Willys MB Jeep
Illustrated Spare Parts Manual.
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Images from the Photographic Collection of Warren Evans

By Warren Evans
Similarly to Allan Yee, Warren Evans has lent me an album from an
overseas trip in 1989 when he visited various Museums etc.
This time we have photos from the Thai Air Force Museum in 1989.
(Steve - Editor).
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Alan Yee Photographic Collection

By Alan Yee
One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large
collection of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.
W.II. Many of these photos are from an era from which few good
illustrations turn up in print in the usual sources.

Alan has kindly lent me one of his albums in order to scan the prints
for use in these pages. This month we have Part 2 of his visit to the
IWM in 2008. Part 1 was in the last issue.(Steve - Editor).

Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that
he had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper
scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of
much of his collection and has agreed to this publication using a
selection of his images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will
select some for use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to
a random theme as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one
particular airframe or type, on other occasions there may be a mini
walkaround of a particular airframe.
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BMP-2 at Aberdeen Proving Grounds

By Clarke Cone
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their
performance characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV
modellers would be well aware, many of these vehicles (and guns)
have been on outside display at the Ground's museum for many
years, this being the source for measurement of many of them as
references for kits that have been released over the years.</p>

access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post
them as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with
appropriate photo credits being acknowledged.

This month we have a Russian BMP-2. Part 1 was published in the
last issue (24-3).

The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one
half divided into 6" and 1" segments.

All of these photos on this CD are the copyright of Clark Cone of
North Carolina, USA and may not be sold or distributed without his
written authorisation.

Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to
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Images from the Photographic Library of the
Aviation Heritage Museum of W.A
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives,
nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and
computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

P019311 - 23 Squadron RAF, SEngland C.1941. 3 Havoc Mk.
Is in flight, YP-V, YP-U plus one other.
P019312 - 210 Squadron RAF, Pembroke Dock, c.1935. Short
Singapore Mk.III K3592 on it's take-off run.XIX PS890 flying
past the A.R.S (390 Maintenance Unit).
P019604 - RAE Farnborough Sept 1936. Bristol 138A K4879 .
P019605 - ditto.
P019608 - ditto.
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P020051 - QANTAS, Brisbane 23 April 1929.
DH.61 Giant Moth G-AUJB 'Apollo' delivering the
first Airmail..
P020169 - 268 Squadron RAF, North Weald
c.1943. Mustang Mk.1A FD..4/K
P020475 - 16 Squadron RAF, c.1939. Lysander
Mk.II L4798, KJ-S.

P020476 - 16 Squadron RAF, C.1939. Lysander Mk.IIs L4808,
KJ-H with KJ-B next to it.
P020791 - 60 Squadron SAAF, Heliopolis, Egypt, 01 Apr 1942.
Bill Forward with Martin 167F Maryland 1642/B.
And on the next page
P020793 - RAF, Heliopolis, Egypt, 18 Apr 1942. Captured S.
M.79 HK848.
P020794 - RAF, Castel Benito, Libya, 19 Feb 1943. Caproni
Ca.133S Ambulance with Sgt Bill Forward in the foreground.
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Editor's Notes - Mick sent a disk of photos from the collection of
the AHMWA. They will be run over the next few issues on this page.
On this occasion I have put together a spread of various RAAF
subjects.
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above by
writing to their address for information on sizes available and prices
etc. Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to identify
items required. (Steve)
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RAAF Oddity #32 - Meteor A77-875

Meteors A77-875, 881 and 885 of the Meteorites Aerobatic team at Williamtown in 1956.

by Steve Mackenzie
At first glance the above is just another photo of the Meteorites
Aerobatic Team airframes. But a closer inspection shows an
interesting oddity. A close look at the fuselage roundels will highlight
the fact the 'Roos' in the centre of the roundels are oversized, i.e the
tip of the Roo's nose, feet and tail overlap onto the Blue portion of the
roundel !! This is definately not how they were supposed to be
painted.....
I have read somewhere that the Team's aircraft were some of the very
first to acquire 'Roo' fuselage roundels in 1956 (no doubt because of
their publicity role as the Official RAAF Aerobatic Team of the time),
this is supported by the non team aircraft at the end of the lineup not
yet having their roundels modified. It would appear that someone did
not read the new instructions as intended when they did this paint
job....
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Book Reviews
Zero Hour in Broome
The untold story of the attacks on northwest Australia in 1942.
I’d read the 1985 ‘WA’s Pearl Harbour’, by Mervyn Prime, some time
ago and found the information quite extraordinary. A Japanese attack
on mainland Australia in March 1942 that proved devastating and
remains one of the most effective fighter strikes of all time given the
number of attackers, the distance flown and results obtained. This new
publication by Avonmore Books of South Australia is an update on that
earlier history and it is a little beauty!.
Authors, Dr Tom Bell and Peter Ingman have done a really nice job in
presenting this story, splendidly illustrated, to report in detail the
Japanese air attack on Broome on 3 March 1942. Extensively
researched and easily readable, it combines several different tales into
one, covering the actual attack, the preliminaries and the aftermath,
dispelling some long standing myths in the process. Other remote
outposts are also mentioned as potential targets and the reasons why
they weren’t attacked are also explained succinctly.
It’s another tale of almost indifference by some highly placed members
of the Australian defence forces of the time and the inter-service
‘rivalry’ and lack of co-ordination of facilities/resources that we don’t
wish to learn about concerning our leaders in such troubled times especially when they have had previous wartime experience and hadn’t
seemed to learn much from it. Despite that, there are heroes. And their
actions more than make up for the complacency within some of the
upper echelons.
It’s a fascinating tale and one I can easily recommend. In B5 size, with
a stiff card colour cover, its 184 pages contains 4 colour illustrations,
36 aircraft and ship colour profiles, 10 colour photos, 42 b&w photos,
and 6 maps. The bibliography is extensive and chapter end notes make
for interesting reading in their own right.
Available from Hyland’s Bookshop in Melbourne (03 9654 7448) and
Platypus Publications in NSW (see ad this edition) for about $45. My
thanks to author Peter Ingman and Hyland’s Bookshop for the review
copy.

Review By John Baxter

Messerschmitt Me 262s of KG & KG(J) units
By David E.Brown, Aleљ Janda, Tomбљ Poruba, Jan Vladar
(Author), published by JAPO Publications
The third title of our „Luftwaffe over Czech territory 1945“ is dealing
with an attempt of Luftwaffe to significantly increase number of jet
fighters by retraining bomber pilots for fighter tasks. The IX.
Fliegerkorps(J) was based under Dietrich Peltz command and several
KG units were transformed into KG(J), but only KG(J) 54 reached
regular operationa l status and was sent into action. It was transfered
to Prague in April 1945 and together with JG 7 and fragments of KG(J)
6 saw final battles over Bohemia, Germany and at Prague.
Despite of KG(J) 54 and KG(J) 6 the KG 51 was regular bomber unit
which flew operationaly from the late of 1944. At the end of April 1945
several aircraft moved to Prague, joined other Me 262 units there and
took part in final actions. Special chapter is dedicated to production of
Me 262Bs.The title includes camouflage studies of 11 Me 262s of KG
(J) 6, KG(J) 54 and KG 51which saw action over Czech area in 1945
including 2 Me 262Bs. The text is accompanied by nearly 300 b/w and
colour photos, tens of original documents and tables.
Softbound, 180 pages, approx. 300 bw and colour photos, detailed
analysis of 11 aircraft, English text. Above info from JAPO website
Ref. No. JAPO15 Me 262s of KG & KG(J) units, no ISBN

Review By Ley Reynolds
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Kit & Book Reviews
Airfix 1/48th Spitfire Mk XII review
Airfix appear to be enjoying something of a renaissance at the
moment; not only have the standards of most of their recent releases
attained an impressively high level and the subject matter choices an
interesting variety, but the frequency of their releases has also
increased – almost like ‘old times’ when virtually every Saturday
heralded a new kit from Airfix to blow your ‘spending/paper round’
money on...
Amongst the latest batch of releases from Airfix/Hornby’s
headquarters at Margate, Kent, is the Spitfire Mk XII, (due to be
released in the UK by the end of the year), the first of the Griffonengined Spitfires. I think I am correct in saying that this is the first time
the Spitfire Mk XII has been kitted as such in 1/48 scale – (although
HobbyCraft produced the essentially similar seagoing version, a
Seafire XV several years ago). Modelling a Spitfire Mk XII in 1/48
scale prior to this release meant conversion work and the use of a
resin replacement nose.
So what do we get in the box? For a start, a rather well-detailed
cockpit interior, with bulkheads, instrument panel, side wall detailing
and a nicely-moulded seat. An optional ‘open’ entry door flap is
included for those who wish to display all this detail.
One thing that Airfix are currently leading the way on, is providing
separate flying surfaces – introduced on their superb 1/48 scale Bf
109E – with ailerons, elevator (correctly linked) and rudder, all
poseable, and the flaps can be modelled deployed or retracted.
Obviously well researched, this kit has all the attributes and nuances
applicable to the Mk XII, including the teardrop bulges over the
cowling, six stack ‘fishtail’ exhaust manifolds which can be fitted after
the main airframe has been painted, the slightly broader and
truncated carburettor intake of this variant, asymmetric oil cooler and
radiator layout, ‘clipped’ wing tips, a very cleverly detailed four-blade
propeller and spinner assembly, and the underfuselage ILS aerial. A
30 gallon ‘slipper’ drop tank is also included, often seen carried by Mk
XIIs, as is a 'mesh' debris guard for the carburettor intake.

another innovative touch, but I’m not sure how the fuselage section of
this part will look as it will have to be painted from inside? My only real
‘concern’ is with the main undercarriage doors which have a curved
exterior face, which I am sure was a style only introduced on very
late-war or even post-war Spitfires?
Assembly was simplicity itself and totally straightforward – a joy to
stick together – and there was nowhere that needed even the
slightest smear of filler. The only decision to be made during
assembly is whether to finish your model as a ‘fixed’ or ‘retractable’
tailwheel variant. For those wishing to model a retractable tailwheel
variant, there is a little bit of ‘surgery’ required – to cut away a section
of the lower rear fuselage, (deeply scored on the inside face so you
know exactly where to cut), and then to add the tailwheel doors and
the retractable tailwheel (part A37).
There are two decal options in the kit box – a fixed tailwheel variant,
EN625 DL•K, flown by Sqn Ldr Ray Harries, CO of No 91 Sqn, based
at Hawkinge in May 1943; and MB882, EB•B, a retractable tailwheel
variant, flown by Flt Lt Donald Smith (RAAF) of No 41 Sqn, Tangmere
October 1943. As I built this model from a pre-production test shot,
there were no decals available at the time, but from the decal
placement instructions, a full set of national markings, serial numbers,
code letters, wing walkways and stencils will be provided.
Useful references - By far and away the best single reference for
Spitfire Mk XIIs is a publication called Allied Wings No 1,
‘Supermarine Spitfire Mk XII’ by Phil H Listemann (2008). Osprey also
have two books that proved very useful, Osprey Aviation Elite 3 ‘No
91 (Nigeria) Squadron’ by Peter Hall (2001) and Osprey Aircraft of the
Aces 81 ‘Griffon Spitfire Aces’ by Andrew Thomas, (2009). There are
also some photos of No 41 Sqn Mk XIIs in the Aircam Aviation Series
No 8, ‘Spitfire Mk XII - 24, Seafire Mk I - 47’ by Ted Hooton and
Richard Ward, (circa 1970s) which is long out of print but these
photos are featured in the Allied Wings publication anyway.

Review By Neil Robinson

The surface detail features nicely engraved panel lines reminiscent of
the company’s superb 1/48 scale Spitfire Mk 24/Seafire 47 kits, and,
as with their recent 1/48 Bf 109E, part options abound, including
items for either the ‘fixed’ or ‘retractable’ tailwheel found on this Mark;
‘plain’ or ‘suspension scissor’ main undercarriage legs; ‘weighted’ or
‘fully circular’ mainwheels, with separate five-indent, or plain cover,
hubs. The cockpit canopy is moulded as a separate internallyarmoured windscreen, ‘blown’ canopy hood and rear clear fuselage
section, with an additional ‘open’ canopy hood part with the rear clear
section and part of the fuselage integrally moulded inside to avoid any
scale thickness problems with showing it slid back on the fuselage –

Bf109 Late
Markings

Versions

Camouflage

and

By Krzysztof Wotowski(Author), published by Mushroom
Publications,No 9110 in their White series
This excellent book is published by MMP in A4 portrait format; it
comprises 112 pages between softback glossy covers and is a quality
production from Poland, as are most current MMP publications. It
provides a clever balance of text, black and white photos and colour
illustrations to depict the configuration, camouflage and markings of
the various models of the Messerschmitt Bf109 from the G-5/AS
series to the K-4. Given the profusion of publications on the 109 from
a variety of reputable sources, this book offers an excellent overview
and probably the best set of various colour sides views of late 109s
available in one publication.
The introduction explains the urgent need, from early 1944, for the
Luftwaffe to field increased numbers of 109s with noticeably improved
performance, these featuring the DB 605 AS series of engine variants
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(based on the DB 605A, S standing for Sonder or ‘special’) including
the AS and ASM. The enduring feature of these engine variants was
the change in the shape of the engine cowlings on the 109 due to the
larger supercharger and the resulting arched engine bearer on the
port side; the well-written introduction succinctly explains the different
variations in engine, cowling, tail and canopy, depending on model
and manufacturer – and there are many for the modeller to be aware
of!
There is a useful table of colours (although there’s some confusion
here between this book and the conventional descriptions for RLM 82
as a bright green and RLM 83 as a darker olive green) before the
book moves into separate chapters on the Bf109G-5/AS, G-6/AS, G14, G-14/AS, G-10 and K-4. ach chapter provides details on the
development, production, dates, configuration, deliveries, variations
and production blocks – pretty impressive. Each chapter includes
colour side views and upper wing camouflage patterns.
The chapter for the G-5/AS is short with just one aircraft illustrated;
the G-6/AS chapter features six aircraft including two night fighters,
one with aerials. The G-14 chapter explains the complexities and

Book Reviews
variations in this model with 14 aircraft illustrated; the next chapter
features 13 side views of the G-14/AS. The G-10 requires a large
chapter with 21 side views including Czech, Italian and Hungarian
aircraft, while the chapter on the K-4 illustrates 16 different aircraft,
giving you over seventy aircraft colour side views in the one
publication – amazing!
For most of the aircraft, there is only one side view but some include
both sides and occasionally a specific top view as well. A final
chapter covers the typical upper camouflage schemes for different
models and some detailed information on the nature and placement of
airframe stencils. One particular bit of information unknown to me
beforehand was the wider chord rudder fitted to some late models;
this was apparently limited to certain production batches.
Well written, extensively illustrated and with a huge bibliography
listing over fifty references used to help compile this book (including
the reputable ones by Ken Merrick and JaPo), this is an exceptionally
good value for money publication. It provides an excellent overview
of the complete set of late production 109s with loads of interesting,
exciting and unusual colours and markings. If you’re not already a 109
fan, this book will convince you. In my humble view, this is almost
certainly the best single softback reference on the subject of late 109s
for any modeller.

Camouflage and Decals No 48-001

description of the pilot and his mount. The aircraft is depicted by
black and white photos (nine or ten for the Caudron and Hawk, three
for the MS.406) and in each case is fully illustrated by large, four view
colour artwork. Colours are identified by their French colour names
and approximate FS 595 equivalents are offered.
French camouflage schemes are notoriously difficult to pin down as
there were very rarely any standardised patterns; thus the colour
schemes must by definition require some interpolation of the
information which can be gleaned from the available from the B&W
photos. These camouflage schemes as drawn do an excellent job in
portraying the patterns for these three aircraft and provide all the
information the modeller could want.
The decal sheet is about 10% smaller than A5 and is beautifully
printed by Techmod. The three schemes are quite varied, from the
very small upper wing roundels of the Caudron to the much larger
roundels of the MS.406 and the Hawk. It should perhaps come as no
surprise given the provenance of the authors that two of the aircraft
were flown by Polish pilots and these feature the small Polish red and
white check marking. The decal sheet is excellent, sharp with strong
colour rendition and includes all the roundels, badges, unit markings,
serial and even the set of small rudder stencils typical of French
aircraft of the period for each of the aircraft.

By Bartomiej Belcarz and Teodor Liviu Morosanu(Authors),
published by Mushroom Publications and Stratus

Interestingly, the Hawk 75 was flown by French Ace Sub Lt Marcel
Rouquette who shared in the downing of nine enemy aircraft in 1940.
Readers of APMA magazine may note the remarkable similarity to the
‘nom de plume’ of our very own Ley Reynolds in a number of APMA
articles from many moons ago!

This offering from MMP appears to be the first in an unusual and
interesting series, comprising a softback booklet plus a 1:48 scale
decal sheet for three different aircraft in French Air Force service
during the early days of WWII. The product is jointly badged from
MMP and Stratus, which I understand is MMP’S Polish partner. The
booklet is slim, just 16 pages and in a large landscape format which is
bigger than A4.

Overall this series is an exciting and welcome development from
MMP; their first issue covers three interesting aircraft in their
enigmatic and attractive French colours and markings and, for the
price, the combination of book and decal sheet offers very good value
for money. I understand from Ley that the same booklet is also
available with a decal sheet in 1:32 scale; there is a 1:32 Hawk 75
but the thought of a 1:32 Caudron and MS.406 is very intriguing...

The booklet has no introductory pages, moving straight into details on
colours and markings for a Caudron CR.714 ‘Cyclone’ from GC1/145,
a Morane Saulnier MS.406 from a Polish manned French unit at Lyon,
and a Curtis Hawk H75A of GC1/5. For each aircraft, the text
provides information on the markings, construction number, military
serial, unit code and the underwing Matricule Militaire, plus a

Review copies kindly provided by Ley Reynolds
from Platypus Publications, from whom the books
will be available at IPMS Club Meetings.

Reviews By Dave Richarson
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Book Preview
Oliver Publishing
From Dennis Oliver

Samples from the next release from The Oliver Publishing
Group - Workhorse: Panzer III in North Africa. Available
late January 2011.

By Steve Mackenzie
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